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Abstract. Let V. (+)Vu) = 0 in D c R3, where D is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary. Suppose 
that o 1 m > 0, Q E H3(D), where Hf is the Sobolev space. Let the set ‘<U,UUN} be given on r for all 
u E H3/‘(r), where UN is the non&J derivative of u on I?. 
THEOREM. The above data determine u(z) in D uniquely. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently much attention was given to the problem of impedance tomography. The problem consists in 
finding u(x), the conductivity of a body D with a smooth boundary I, from the boundary measurements 
of the potential u and the normal component of the corresponding current jN := UuN, UN := s on I, 
N is the unit outer normal to I. The governing equation is 
&u := V. (u(x)Vu) = 0 in D c R3 (1) 
and the data is the set 
{%uuN) on l? for all 21 E ff3/2(r). (2) 
The medical application of this problem can be described as follows: one applies a potential to a human 
body and measures the resulting jN = UuN. Given the set of measurements {u, UuN} Vu E H3/‘(r) one 
wants to recover u(z). 
The uniqueness of the solution to this problem has been proved for u piecewise analytic in [l], for 
UECOO in [2], and for u E H2 in [5]. Methods given in [2] allow one to prove the uniqueness theorem for 
u E W2+‘, but not in W212 = H2. H ere WPIL is the Sobolev space, Hf = W21L. The aim of this paper is 
to give a simple proof of the uniqueness theorem for u E H3 using the ideas from [3]-[5] but in contrast 
with [3]-[5] (and with [2]) without a passage to the equation (A - q(z))u) = 0 (*) where w = “U-‘/~(Z), 
Q(Z) := u- 1/2Au1/2. The advantages in not passing to (*) are not only of methodological nature, and 
not only in a simplification of the argument but also in the following two points. First, the new approach 
may lead to further relaxation of the smoothness assumption on u (although at the moment the author 
did not have the final results of this nature). Secondly, the argument in this paper provides automatically 
the conclusion, that the data {u, UuN} VZL E H 3f2 I’) determine u and UN on I uniquely. In the previous ( 
works PI, PI, [71, PI th is uniqueness result was treated as a separate problem. In the approach given in 
the present paper the fact that u and UN are uniquely determined on I’ by the boundary data follows 
from the Theorem. Indeed, if u E H3(D) is uniquely determined in D (aa stated in the Theorem) then 
u and UN on I are uniquely determined by the embedding theorem as traces on I of u and Vu. N. It 
would be interesting to find out if the uniqueness theorem holds for u E Loo(gY The case of piecewise 
smooth u(x) under additional restrictive assumptions that the discontinuity surface I’r of u is a smooth 
connected manifold which divide 2) into two parts Vr with the boundary II and 2)2 with the boundary 
I’1 U r, and that u is known in V2, is treated in [8]. In [lo] a numerical method is given for 30 inverse 
scattering problem with data at fixed energy. 
In section II we formulate the new approach to the uniqueness theorem; in section III technical details 
are given. 
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II. Outline of the approach 
Let ND(&) := {U : t, u = 0 in D,u E H’(D)}. Multiply (1) by a v E ND(&) and integrate over D 
and then by parts to get 
J c(x)Vu . Vvdx = J uuNvds. (3) D r 
The right side of (3) is known since u and UUN on l? are known for any u E ND(&). Therefore the 
set of integrals of u(x) times the functions from the set {Vu . Vu} Vu,v E ND(&) is known. Let 
0 < m 5 Oj E H3, j = 1,2. 
LEMMA 1. The set {Vu - Vu} Vu E ND@,,), Vu E ND&,) is complete in L2(D). 
Prom Lemma 1 and (3) it follows that u(x) is uniquely determined, Lemma 1 is proved in section III. 
Let us prove 
LEMMA 2. If cl and (~2 generate the same set {Uj,uUjN}, j = 1,2, then 61 = ur in D. 
PROOF: Subtract from &,,ui = 0 equation f&u2 = 0 to get 
eolu = eoU2, u := u2 - ul, u := u1 - u2 (4) 
By the assumption ur = u2 on r implies UiUrN = U2U2N on T. Choose ur = 7~2 on I’. Multiply (4) by 
vl E N&f&,), integrate by parts, use the above remark, and get 
or 
J (Vl~luN - ulvmu)ds + J e,,v~udx = - J uVu2 . Vvrdx + J u?&NVldS 7 D D r 
J uVu2 . Vvrdx = D J (U2’.42NVl - fllU2Nvl - VlUlulN + ‘UlUlu2N + UlvlNUl - nvlNu2)ds = 0 r - m - - - - (5) 
where the underlined terms cancel each other. 
Lemma 1 and equation (5) imply u = 0. Lemma 2 is proved. 
This concludes the outline of the approach to the uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM. If 0 < m < u E H3(D) then the data {u, UUN} on r Vu E H3i2(I’) determine u uniquely. 
PROOF: If u E H2(D) then u E H312(I’). Th e conclusion of the theorem follows from Lemma 2. 
REMARK: The argument above and the conclusion of the Theorem remain valid for any u for which 
Lemma 1 is proved. 
III. Proof of Lemma 1 
It is proved in [3]-[5] that (1) has a solution of the form 
u = u-‘/2(x)exp(i0. x)(1 + r(x,B)), 8.0 = 0, 0 E C3 (6) 
(7) 
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Consider Vu . Vu, u E ND (&,), u E ND(&). One has 
Vu. Vu = exp{i(& + ~9s) - z}(~~1cr2)-‘/~ 
[ 
i&(1 + PI) - 2(1+ ri) + Vr,] 
x [ i&(1 + r2) - ?(I + ~2) + Vrs 1 . 2 (8) 
Let US choose f?i + e2 = p where p E R3 is an arbitrary real vector, 01 f B1 = 82 .82 = 0, @i,& E C3, 
l&l + 00, j&l --, 00. The product of the brackets gives 
-el . e2 - 
iel . vu2 
2u2 
+ iel . Vr2 - 
ie2 . vu1 
2a + ie2 . Vri + . . . 
1 
(9) 
where . . . denote the terms of lower order as If&l + 00, 1021 -00. Sincee2=p-ei,e2.ei=p.ei,one 
can write (9) as 
iel . vu2 
-P4- 2u 
ip * vu1 
+ iel . Vr2 - - 
2 2Ul + 
iel . vu1 
2Ul 
+ ip . Vri - iei . Vri + . . . (10) 
Assume that 
0 = D f Vu. Vvdx 
J 
VU E ND(&), VU E ND&,). (11) 
From (8)-(11) one concludes, that 
o= 
J 
dxf(x)(ulu2)-1/2 exp(ip.x) 
[ 
e1 
ivus ivq 
D 
. (-p - 2a2 + iVr2 + 2a - iVr1) + ip Vrl 
1 
( +)+...I 
Let f(uius)-‘12 := 
(12) 
h(x), lell --*m, e1 .el = 0, el E c? 
Until now the assumption u E H3 has not been used explicitly. At this moment we use this assumption 
in the following way. 
It follows from [3] that if u E H3 then, in addition to (7), the equation 
11 Vr /LoD(&)-+O as 101 --) 00, 8.8 = 0, 0 E C3 
holds. If l&l + 00, then lo21 + 00, SO that for l&l -+ 00 it follows from (12) and (13) that 
+p 
I 
dx exp(ip . x)/t(x) = ey . Q(p) Vp E R3 
D 
(13) 
(14 
where 0: := 0,(e,l-1, h(x):= (u~u~)-'/~~(x), 
Q(P) := (i/2) J, dx exp(ip . z)h(z)(u,‘Vui - u,‘Vu2). (15) 
Take 0: = a + ib, a, b E R3, a . b = 0, Ial = Ibl = 2-‘i2. If (a + ib) . A = 0 for a certain vector A E C3 
which does not depend on a, b, and for all a, b E R3 such that a . b = 0, Ial = Ibl = 2-‘12, then A = 0. 
Indeed, A = cu+ip, (Y,/~E R3. Write 
0 = (a + ib)(a + ip) = a. CY - b e ,B + i(b . a + a. ,O). (16) 
Choose coordinates so that Q is directed along es, the unit vector along 2s axis, choose a = es/t/!?, and 
write (16) as 
O=(os+i,&)/&-b-p, P:=Piei+Pses. (17) 
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Here we took into account that b + e3 = 0 since b. a = 0. Since a, b, cr, /3 E R3 one concludes from (17), by 
taking real and imaginary part, that 
P3 = 0, a3/fi = b - 8. (18) 
Since b = (el cos q5 + es sin 4)/d where 4 E [0,2 ?r is arbitrary, one concludes from (18) that crs = 0 ) 
and b = 0. Thus (14) implies that 
P%P) = Q(P) VP E R3. (19) 
Note that Q(p) = $&, where m(z) := a-i Vu1 - us ‘Vu2 is a vector-function, m E HZ if Oj f H3. 
Therefore (19) implies that h = 0 and Lemma 1 is proved. 
Let us explain the last conclusion: 
LEMMA 3. If (19) holds then h = 0. 
PROOF: If (19) holds then 
Vh=;hm, $z ihmj, l<j<3. 
i 
Since h is compactly supported, one can write, e.g., 
h(zl, x2,23) = ; 
J 
01 
h(t,22,23)ml(t,X2,23)dt. 
a1 
(20) 
(21) 
If ml E L1 then (21), being a homogeneous Volterra equation, implies h = 0. In our case ml E Hz, so 
ml E L’. Lemma 3 is proved. 
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